
Big Class Test 1       June 30, 2003 
Make the plural and the direct object for each noun.  If you don’t remember how to make these 
constructions (Noun + ?), then ask sendhil. 

    Plural    Direct Object 
1. hand = �� 
 
2. forest/jungle/field = �‘¨ 
 
3. leg/foot= �‘Ö 
 
4. law = œª¥Å 
 
Translate. 
5. they    6. her mother    7. their house 
 
8. ‡òñ�¥Æ �¿º‘ ‡ò�î �¦´°‘Ñ. (�¦6 = hit) 
 
 
9. µ‘›�è µ‘�ã þ°Ñ�× ‡à³þ×‘Å. (þ°ÑÚ = þœ‘°�î„ = test ; ‡à³3 = write, take test; µ‘�ã = 
tomorrow) 
 
10. �×Ñ�è ‡›��ã À°’™�’é‘Ñ�è. (À°’6 = respect) 
 
 
11.µ‘Å �×�ã þµíì œ¹°’´þ°‘À‘?  (œ¹°’6 = meet) 
 
 
12. �¿º‘, µ“›�è ˆò �Ö�Ò à™�’î“Ñ�è? (à™�3 = lift ; �Ö = stone/rock) 
 
 
13. When did he lift this rock? 
 
 
14.  Did �ÅÀ‘ make þ°‘�œ?  (Ÿ¨4 = make thosai / shoot a gun) 
 
 
15. I will cook rice. (þœ‘ì = cooked rice ; œ�À6 = cook) 
 
 
16.The dog is growing. (µ‘Ë = dog ; ×ãÑ2 = grow)  
 
 
17. ‡Ü×ãÚ À�Ý —ºË°³?  (À�Ý = rain ; —ºË1 = rain) 
 
  
18. Father, put the ball down! (�“þÝ = down ; º¹³ = ball ; þº‘¨4 = put) 
 
 
19. Look at our friends!  (º‘Ñ6 = look at / see ; friend = µ¯ºÑ)



Small Class Test 1       June 30, 2003 
Make the plural and the direct object for each noun.  If you don’t remember how to make these 
constructions (Noun + ?), then ask sendhil. (I didn’t ask you to know direct object, but you can still try.) 

    Plural    Direct Object 
1. hand = �� 
 
2. forest/jungle/field = �‘¨ 
 
3. leg/foot= �‘Ö 
 
4. law = œª¥Å 
 
Translate. 
5. �×Ñ�è      6. �×æ�¥Æ �ÅÀ‘ 
 
7. you all      8. my house 
 
 
9. She is his sister. 
 
 
10. I want your money. (�‘Ÿ, º«Å = money) 
 
 
11. Do you want this food? (œ‘¿º‘¨, …«Ú = food) 
 
 
12. �×ñ™� ‡òñ�¥Æ œª�¥ þ×¯¥‘Å.  (shirt = œª�¥) 
 
 
13. �×Ñ�è ‡›��ã À°’™�’é‘Ñ�è. (À°’6 = respect) 
 
 
14. The dog is growing. (µ‘Ë = dog ; ×ãÑ2 = grow)  
 
 
15. ƒòì À�Ý —ºË�’é³.  (ƒòì = today; À�Ý = rain ; —ºË1 = rain) 
 
 
16. It is her picture. (i.e. That is her picture.)  (º¥Å = picture) 
 
 
17. Is he your friend? (µ¯ºÑ = friend) 
 
 
18. �ÅÀ‘ is making þ°‘�œ.  (Ÿ¨4 = make thosai / shoot a gun) 
 
 
19. I am cooking rice. (þœ‘ì = cooked rice ; œ�À6 = cook) 



Test 2        July 8, 2003 
Make the constructions below.  If you don’t remember how to make these constructions (Noun + ?), then 
ask sendhil. 
1. hand = �� + ‚Ö     2. forest/jungle/field = �‘¨ + ƒÖ 
 
 
3. leg/foot = �‘Ö + ‰    4. law = œª¥Å + …™�/™� 
 
 

5. boat = º¥� + ƒÖ    6. airport = ×’À‘î µ’�ÒÆÅ + ƒÒ’Ï¹³ 
 
 
7. with me      8. from the house (×“¨) 
 
 
9. to Chennai (—œò�î)    10. baby’s stomach  (�Ý¹�°/º’è�ã ; ×Æ’ì) 
 
 

11. to us / for us     12. by means of money, using money (º«Å) 
 
 

Fill in the blank with a Noun + ƒÖ, ƒ¥À’Ï¹³, ƒÒ’Ï¹³, ‚Ö, …�¥Æ, ™�/…™�, …¥ò/‹¨, 

‰, or ƒò construction that makes sense. Write the appropriate word in the blank. Translate the sentence. 
 
13. �×Ñ ________________________ º¦™�’é‘Ñ.  (º¦6=read, study) [Noun = ºèã’ = school] 
 
 
14. �º’Òò À‘é�î ________________ �¦¿º‘ò. (�º’Òò, À‘éò=°À’â —ºÆÑ�è) [Noun=�¢œ’ 
= stick] 
 
 
15. —œÖÒÅÀ‘è _______________________ �‘�œ ×‘›�’î‘è. [Noun = they/them/their] 
 
 
16. þ×Òò ‡òñ�¥Æ _________________ ×Ï�’é‘ò.  [Noun = þ°‘ª¥Å = garden, farm] 
 
 
17. ____________ �¯�« º‘Ñ™�‘þ°!. (�¯ = eye ; º‘Ñ6 = see, look at) [Noun = º‘Å½ = snake] 
 
 
Translate. 
18. The chicken will grow.  (chicken = þ�‘Ý’ ; grow = ×ãÑ2) 
 
 
19. µ‘�ã À�Ý —ºËÉÀ‘?  (À�Ý = rain ; µ‘�ã = tomorrow ; —ºË1 = (to) rain) 
 
 
20. Father! You should not smoke inside.  (inside = …èþã ; smoke = ½�� º’¦6) 



 
21. I do not know that girl. (girl = —º¯ ; know = —°Ì’ÉÅ) 
 
 

22. Are you able to break this lock with an axe?  (lock = ¾ª¨ ; axe = þ�‘¥‘Ì’ ; break = …�¥6) 
 
 
23. µ‘ò À‘°×’™� ×‘´°’ò Ãª�¥�Æ —�‘¨™� þº‘�’þéò.  (×‘´³ = duck ; Ãª�¥ = egg) 
 
 
24. May we eat on the floor?  (floor = °�Ì) 
 
 

25. They spoke with me yesterday. (yesterday = þµíì ; speak = ��°6, þºŸ3) 
 
 
26. µ“›�è ‡ò�î �¨´° À‘°Å º‘Ñ™� À‘ª§Ñ�è. (�¨´° = next; À‘°Å =month ; º‘Ñ6 = see) 
 
 
27. �×è º«™�‘Ìî’¥À’Ï¹³ µ���Æ °’Ï¥×’Ö�Ò. (º«™�‘Ìò = wealthy person ; µ�� = 

jewelry ; °’Ï¨3 = steal) 
 
 
28. Three tomatoes were not enough for him. (Äòì = three ; °™�‘ã’ = tomato) 
 
 
29. We do not want these seeds.  (seed = ×’�°) 
 
 

30. We are going to tell a lie. (lie = —º‘Ë ; tell, say = —œ‘Ö3) 
 
 
31. �×Ñ ºÝ´°’Ò’Ï¹³ —�‘ª�¥�Æ ��Æ‘Ö ‡¨´°‘Ñ. (ºÝÅ=fruit ; —�‘ª�¥=seed ; ‡¨6=take) 
 
 
32. µ‘ò ƒ¹° œª�¥�Æ þº‘¥ª¨À‘? (œª�¥ = shirt ; þº‘¨4 = put [here: wear]) 
 
 
33. I did not see her.  (see = º‘Ñ6) 
 
 
34. She did not act with the students in the play.  (student =  À‘«×Ñ ; play = µ‘¥�Å; act = µ¦6) 



Test 3        July 15, 2003 
Translate. 
 
1. °›�� °�Ò ×‘Ì’ —�‘è×‘è.  (°�Ò = head ; ×‘Ï3 = comb (of hair)) 
 
 
2. Have you all finished (completely, once and for all) your homework? (homework = ×“ª¨¿º‘¥Å, 
finish = Ã¦6) 
 
 
3. In which month will she get a degree then go to work. (month = À‘°Å ; degree = ºª¥Å ; get = 
×‘›�3 ; work = þ×�Ò) 
 
 
4. We are taking the test in that room (right now, at this moment).   (test = þ°ÑÚ / þœ‘°�î ; room = 
��é ; ‡à³3 = take a test) 
 
 
5. No one speaks like me. (‘speaks’ is habitual ; like me = ‡ò�î þº‘Ö ; speak = þºŸ3 / ��°6) 
 
 
6. If he does not catch me now, I will fall.   (now = ƒ¿—º‘à³ ; catch = º’¦6 ; fall = ×’à2) 
 
 
7. Are they participating in the contest without preparing?  (contest = þº‘ª¦ ; participate = �Ò¹³ 

—�‘è1 ; prepare = ºÆ’íœ’ —œË1) 
 
 
8. µ‘›�è —°‘�Ò™�‘ªœ’�Æ º‘Ñ´³ —�‘¯¨ ×“ª¨¿º‘¥´�° º¦¿þº‘Å. 

 (—°‘�Ò™�‘ªœ’ = television ; º‘Ñ6 = see, watch ; ×“ª¨¿º‘¥Å = homework ; º¦6 = study) 
 
 
9.Will Kavin wear new clothes and come to the concert? (�×’ò = a name ; new = ½³ ; clothes = 
‚�¥ ; concert = �¢þœÌ’) 
 
 
10. �¿º‘ þµÌ´�° ‡¿—º‘à³Å ×“«‘™� À‘ª¥‘Ñ.  (þµÌÅ = time ; ×“«‘™�3 = waste ) 
 
 
11. ƒ¹° �×’�°�Æ Æ‘Ì‘×³ ×‘œ’´°“Ñ�ã‘?  (�×’�° = poem ; ×‘œ’6 = read out loud) 
 
 
12. They do not help anyone.  (‘help’ is habitual ; help = …°Ú3) 
 
 
13. µ“›�è ‡î™� …¥þî �‘�œ �ñ¿º×’Ö�Ò ‡òé‘Ö, ‡ò�î œ’�éÆ’Ö þº‘¨×‘Ñ�è. 

(…¥þî = immediately ; �ñ¿½3 = send ; œ’�é = jail ; þº‘¨4 = put) 
 



14. µ‘ò °Åº’�Æ ×“ª¦Ö º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò. �×ò —×ã’þÆ ‡›�‘×³ ×’�ãÆ‘¨�’é‘î‘? 

(º‘Ñ6 = see ; —×ã’þÆ = outside ; ×’�ãÆ‘¨3 = play) 
 
 
15. �ÅÀ‘!  µ‘›�è ‡¿—º‘à³ ƒ¹° ½³ þ°µ“�Ì ×‘›�’ �¦™�Ò‘Å? 
(½³ = new ; þ°µ“Ñ = tea ; �¦6 = drink) 
 
 
16. —œÏ¿�º �Ýíé‘ÀÖ ×“ª¦Ö þº‘� ˜¥‘³.  (—œÏ¿½ = sandals, shoes; �Ýíì3 = remove) 
 
 
17. Let it drink the hot water.  (�¦6 = drink ; ¡¨ = heat ; µ“Ñ = water) 
[—×òî“Ñ is the word for hot water, but don’t use this.  Write hot water using the adjective construction.] 
 
 

18. This actor speaks humorously. (actor = µ¦�Ñ ; humor = µ��¢Ÿ�×) 
 
 

19. ƒ×Ñ�è �ã’Ñ¢œ’Æ‘î º‘�Ò ×‘›�×‘Ñ�è. (�ã’Ñ¢œ’ = coolness ; º‘Ö = milk) 
 
 
20. Where have you seen my gold necklace?  (use the construction for ‘have you seen’, not the 
construction for ‘did you see’ ; gold = °›�Å [becomes °›� when combined with necklace] ; necklace 
= œ›�’Ò’ / À‘�Ò ; º‘Ñ6 = see) 



Test 3  Topics 
 
Uses of the AvP 
 1. Combining verbs 
  µ‘ò ºÝ´�° ×‘›�’ œ‘¿º’ªþ¥ò. (ºÝÅ = fruit) 
   I bought the fruit and ate it. 
  �×è ‡ò�î º‘Ñ´³ œ’Ì’´°‘è.  (º‘Ñ6 = see ; œ’Ì’6 = laugh, smile) 
   She saw me and laughed/smiled. 
  

2. Reflexive: AvP + —�‘è1 
  µ‘ò �ã’´³ —�‘è�’þéò. 
   I am bathing (myself). 
  µ“ …òñ�¥Æ Ã¦�Æ/ÀÆ’�Ì —×ª¦ —�‘¯¥‘Æ‘? (Ã¦/ÀÆ’Ñ = hair ;  

—×ª¨3 = cut) 
   Did you cut your hair? 

 
3. Definitive: AvP + ×’¨4 

  ‡òñ�¥Æ °¯«“�Ì �¿º‘ �¦´³ ×’ª¥‘Ñ.  (°¯«“Ñ = water ; �¦6 = drink) 
   Two possible meanings: Appa drank (and finished off) my water. OR Appa has  

finished drinking my water. 
  �×è �‘�Ò …«�× œ‘¿º’ª¨ ×’ª¥‘ã‘? (�‘�Ò = morning; …«Ú = food) 
   Did she finish eating breakfast? 
  

4. Having completed: AvP + ×’ª¨ + Verb   
(This one is often used when the two verbs being combined are unrelated to one another.  
The construction in #1 above is used when the two verbs are related.  But this isn’t an 
exact rule.  You’ll have a better idea of this as you get more experience.) 

  µ‘›�è �¹° �°�× ¾ª¦ ×’ª¨ ×“ª¨™� ×¹þ°‘Å. (�°Ú = door ; ¾ª¨3 = lock) 
   We locked the door and came home. 
   (We finished locking the door, then came home.) 
  µ‘›�è œ‘¿º’ª¨ ×’ª¨ ×’�ãÆ‘¨þ×‘Å. (×’�ãÆ‘¨3 = play) 
   We will finish eating, then play. 
  

5. Continous: AvP + —�‘¯¨ + ƒÏ7 
 µ“›�è œ‘¿º’ª¨ —�‘¯¨ ƒÏ™�’é“Ñ�ã‘?  
  Are you all eating right now? 
 À‘«×Ñ�è —×ã’þÆ ×’�ãÆ‘¦ —�‘¯¦Ï™�’é‘Ñ�è.  (×’�ãÆ‘¨3 = play ;  

—×ã’þÆ = outside) 
  The student are playing outside. 
 



6. Continuous: AvP + —�‘¯¨ + Verb 
  �×ò œ’Ì’´³ —�‘¯¨ ��°™�’é‘ò/þºŸ�’é‘ò. (��°6/þºŸ3 = speak;  

œ’Ì’6 = laugh/smile) 
   He is laughing and speaking (at the same time).    

Britney Spears ‚¦ —�‘¯¨ º‘¨×‘è. (‚¨3 = dance ; º‘¨3 = sing) 
   Britney Spears dances while singing (at the same time).   

[º‘¨×‘è is future tense habitual, so it is translated as ‘sings’ in this 
sentence.  It could also be translated as ‘will sing’]   

 
Negative AvP 
 Infinitive + ‘ÀÖ 
 °Åº’ œª�¥�Æ þº‘¥‘ÀÖ —×ã’þÆ ×Ï�’é‘î‘?  (œª�¥ = shirt ; —×ã’þÆ = outside ;  
         þº‘¨4 = put, wear) 
  Is little brother coming outside without wearing a shirt? 
 µ‘›�è œ‘¿º’¥‘ÀÖ ×’�ãÆ‘¦þî‘Å.  (×’�ãÆ‘¨3 = play) 
  We played without eating. 
 
Conditional 
 made from Past tense (Change the last letter of the past tense conjugation of �×ò / �×è to Ö, 
and use this construction for all pronouns.) 
 �×Ñ�è ƒ›� ƒÏ¹°‘Ö, µ‘ò ƒ›�’Ï¹³ þº‘þ×ò. (ƒ›� = here) 
  If they are here, then I will go from here. 
 µ“›�è ‡òñ¥ò ºèã’™�/º‘¥œ‘�Ò™� ×¹°‘Ö, µ‘ò °‘À°À‘� þº‘þ×ò. (×¹°‘Ö =  

Conditional of ×‘2 = come ; ºèã’/º‘¥œ‘�Ò = school ; °‘À°Å = late) 
  If you all come with me to school, I will go there late. 
 
Negative Conditional 
 1. Infinitive + ‘×’ª¥‘Ö 
 µ‘ò …›�æ™� º«´�°/�‘�œ —�‘¨™�‘×’ª¥‘Ö, µ“›�è ‡òî —œË×“Ñ�è? 
  If I do not give you money, what will you do? 
 �ÅÀ‘ º‘¥‘×’ª¥‘Ö, �Ý¹�° �àÅ. (º‘¨3 = sing ; �à1 = cry) 
  If mother does not sing, the baby will cry. 
 2. Negative past/present conjugation + ‡òé‘Ö / ‚î‘Ö 
 µ‘ò …›�æ™� º«´�°/�‘�œ —�‘¨™�×’Ö�Ò ‡òé‘Ö, µ“›�è ‡òî —œË×“Ñ�è? 
 µ‘ò …›�æ™� º«´�°/�‘�œ —�‘¨™�×’Ö�Ò ‚î‘Ö, µ“›�è ‡òî —œË×“Ñ�è?  
  If I do not give you money, what will you do? 
 �ÅÀ‘ º‘¥×’Ö�Ò ‡òé‘Ö, �Ý¹�° �àÅ. 
 �ÅÀ‘ º‘¥×’Ö�Ò ‚î‘Ö, �Ý¹�° �àÅ. 
  If mother does not sing, the baby will cry. 
 
Question Word + ‚×³ (means some___/any___) 
 °’é¿�º/œ‘×’�Æ —°‘�Ò´þ°ò. µ‘ò ��° ‡¿º¦Æ‘×³ �¯¨º’¦™� þ×¯¨Å. 

  (°’é¿½/œ‘×’ = key ; —°‘�Ò6 = lose ; �¯¨º’¦6 = find) 
  I lost my key.  I need to find it somehow. 
 …›�æ�¥Æ —ºª¦�Æ Æ‘Ì‘×³ °’é¹´°‘Ñ�ã‘?  (—ºª¦ = box, suitcase ; °’é7 = open) 
  Did someone open your suitcase?  (Did anyone open your suitcase?) 
 



Question Word + …Å (used in the negative, means no___) 
 �×ñ™� Æ‘ÏÅ º«´�°/�‘�œ —�‘¨™� À‘ª¥‘Ñ�è. (º«Å / �‘Ÿ = money) 
  No one will give him money. 
 µ‘›�è …›�æ�¥Æ œ‘×’�Æ/°’é¿�º ‡›�Å º‘Ñ™�×’Ö�Ò.  

(œ‘×’ / °’é¿½ = key ; º‘Ñ6 = see) 
  We did not see your key anywhere. (We did not see your key nowhere.) 
 
Noun + ‚î 
 �×Ñ�è µ‘�ã �¦îÀ‘î þ°Ñ�×/þœ‘°�î‘�Æ ‡à³×‘Ñ�è. 

  (µ‘�ã = test ; �¦îÅ = difficult ; þ°ÑÚ / þœ‘°�î = test ; ‡à³3 = write) 
 

Noun + ‚� 
 �Ìœ‘›�Å œ‘�Ò�Æ ��ÒÀ‘� �ª¨�’é³.  

(�Ìœ‘›�Å = government ; œ‘�Ò = road ; ��ÒÅ = width ; �ª¨3 = build) 
  The government is building the road wide. 
 �×ò ��é×‘� œ‘¿º’¨�’é‘ò. ��éÚ = deficiency, small amount, less 
  He is eating a little bit. 
 
Perfect Tense 
 1. Present perfect = AvP+ ƒÏ7 = have Verb 
 µ‘ò ƒ¹° �ª¨�Ì�Æ º¦´³/×‘œ’´³ ƒÏ™�’þéò.   

(º¦6 / ×‘œ’6 = read ; �ª¨�Ì = article) 
 I have read this article. 
 
 2. Future perfect = AvP + ƒÏ7 = had Verb 
 µ‘�ã �×Ñ�è ×“ª¨™� ×¹³ ƒÏ¿º‘Ñ�è. 
 They will have come home tomorrow. 
 
 3. Past perfect = AvP + ƒÏ7 = will have Verb 
 þº‘î À‘°Å ƒ¹° ��¥Æ’Ö þ×�Ò —œË°‘Ñ. þº‘î ‚¯¨ ‡ò �Õ×Ò�´°’Ö / 

º«’À�îÆ’Ö þ×�Ò —œË³ ƒÏ¹°‘Ñ.  (þº‘î À‘°Å = last month ; ��¥ = store ; þ×�Ò = 

work ; þº‘î ‚¯¨ = last year ; �Õ×Ò�Å / º«’À�î = office) 
 Last month he did work in this store.  Last year he had worked in my office. 



Test 3 Practice Sentences and Answers 
 
1. Don’t leave without brushing your teeth. 
 ×’ã™�3 / —Àñ™�3 = brush ; ½é¿º¨4 / �’ãÅ½3 / —×ã’™�’¨4 = leave 
[Negative AvP = Inf + ‘ÀÖ ; Negative Command = Inf + ‚þ° / Inf + ‚°“Ñ�è] 

ºÖ�Ò —Àñ™�‘ÀÖ µ“ —×ã’™�’¥‘þ° / ºÖ�Ò —Àñ™�‘ÀÖ µ“›�è —×ã’™�’¥‘°“Ñ�è 
ºÖ�Ò ×’ã™�‘ÀÖ µ“ ½é¿º¥‘þ° / ºÖ�Ò ×’ã™�‘ÀÖ µ“›�è ½é¿º¥‘°“Ñ�è 

 ºÖ�Ò ×’ã™�‘ÀÖ µ“ �’ãÅº‘þ° / ºÖ�Ò ×’ã™�‘ÀÖ µ“›�è �’ãÅº‘°“Ñ�è 
 
2. µ‘ò ×¹°’Ï™�’þéò. µ“›�è µ’�â¢œ’�Æ —°‘¥›�Ò‘Å. 

 µ’�â¢œ’ = event ; —°‘¥›�3 = start, begin 
[Present Perfect = AvP + ƒÏ7 ; Inf + Ò‘Å = may do something] 
 I have arrived.  You may start the event/performance. 
 
3. We went quickly.  speed = ×’�ÌÚ 
[Adverb = Noun + ‚�] 
 µ‘Å/µ‘›�è ×’�Ì×‘� þº‘þî‘Å. 
 
4. I write truthful news.  Do you write untruthful news?  

…¯�À = truth ; —º‘Ë = lie (untruth) ; —œË°’ = news ; ‡à³3 = write 
[Adjective = Noun + ‚î] 
 µ‘ò …«�ÀÆ‘î —œË°’�Æ ‡à³þ×ò. µ“›�è —º‘ËÆ‘î —œË°’�Æ ‡à³×“Ñ�ã‘? 
 
5. She will have called me. ˜¿º’¨4 = call 
[Future Perfect = AvP + ƒÏ7] 
 �×è ‡ò�î ˜¿º’ª¨ ƒÏ¿º‘è. 
 
6. Will they leave without seeing me? º‘Ñ6 = see ; �’ãÅ½3 / ½é¿º¨4 / —×ã’™�’¨4 = leave 
[Negative AvP = Infinitive + ‘ÀÖ] 
 �×Ñ�è ‡ò�î º‘Ñ™�‘ÀÖ �’èÀ½×‘Ñ�ã‘? 
 �×Ñ�è ‡ò�î º‘Ñ™�‘ÀÖ —×ã’™�’¨×‘Ñ�ã‘? 
 �×Ñ�è ‡ò�î º‘Ñ™�‘ÀÖ ½é¿º¨×‘Ñ�ã‘? 
 
7. If your daughter becomes a dentist, will you accept it? ºÖÀÏ´³×Ñ = dentist 
 ‚3 = become present ‚�’þéò / future ‚þ×ò / past ‚þîò 
 ˆíì —�‘è1 = accept 
[Conditional = Past tense of �×è/�×ò with last letter changed to Ö] 
 …›�è À�è ºÖÀÏ´³×Ñ ‚î‘Ö, µ“›�è ��° ˆíì —�‘è×“Ñ�ã‘? 
 
8. þµíì �×ò ×¹³ þœÑ¹°’Ï¹°‘Ñ�è.  ×¹³ þœÑ2 = arrive 
[Present Perfect = AvP + ƒÏ7] 
 She has arrived yesterday.   (note: i know that you would not write or say the sentence like this in 
english; this is the direct translation.) 
 
9. She bought the bangle and did not wear it.  ×�ãÆÖ = bangle ; �«’2 = wear 
[AvP, used for joining verbs] 
 �×è ×�ãÆ�Ò ×‘›�’, �«’Æ×’Ö�Ò. 



 
10. The children are playing kittippul on the playground. child = �Ý¹�° ; playground = �À°‘îÅ 

 kittippul = �’ª¦¿½è ; play = ×’�ãÆ‘¨3  
[Continuous = AvP + —�‘¯¨ + ƒÏ7] 
 �Ý¹�°�è/º’è�ã�è �À°‘î´°’Ö �’ª¦¿½è�ã ×’�ãÆ‘¦ —�‘¯¨ ƒÏ™�’é‘Ñ�è. 
 
11. µ’Ò´°’Ö °¯«“�Ì †íé’×’ª¨ —œ¦�Æ µ¥ þ×¯¨Å. 

 µ’ÒÅ = ground ; °¯«“Ñ = water ; †íì3 = pour ; —œ¦ = plant ; µ¨4 = plant 
[AvP + ×’ª¨ + Verb] 
 (One) should plant the plant after pouring water on the ground. 
 
12. �Ý�ñÅ �ÌŸÅ þ×�Ò�Æ Ã¦´³ ×’ª¥‘Ñ�è.  þ×�Ò = work ; Ã¦6 = finish 
[AvP + ×’¨4 = completion of Verb] 
 Azhakan and Arasu finished the work. 
 
13. They lost our ring.  We were not able to find it.    

ring = þÀ‘°’ÌÅ ; lose = —°‘�Ò6 ; find = �¯¨º’¦6  
[AvP + ×’¨4 = completion of Verb  |  Infinitive + Ã¦ÉÅ/Ã¦Æ‘³/Ã¦Æ×’Ö�Ò = able/unable to do] 
 �×Ñ�è ‡›�è þÀ‘°’Ì´�° —°‘�Ò´³ ×’ª¥‘Ñ�è. ��° ‡›�ã‘Ö �¯¨ º’¦™� 
Ã¦Æ×’Ö�Ò. 
 
14. Ÿ×Ì’Ö �¿º‘×’ò º¥´�° �ÅÀ‘ À‘ª¦ —�‘¯¥‘è.   

Ÿ×Ñ = wall ; º¥Å = picture ; À‘ª¨3 = hang, affix 
[Reflexive = AvP + —�‘è1] 
 Mother hung father’s picture on the wall. 
 
15. ƒÌÚ º´³ À«’™� º¨´°‘Ö, �‘�Ò 6 À«’™� ‡à¹°’Ï¿º‘Ñ. 

 ƒÌÚ = night ; À«’™� = o’clock ; �‘�Ò = morning ; ‡à¹°’Ï7 

[Conditional = Past tense of �×è/�×ò with last letter changed to Ö] 
[Future Perfect = AvP + ƒÏ7] 
 If he/she (respectful) lies down and goes to sleep at 10 o’clock, he/she (respectful) will get up at 6 
o’clock. 
  

16. Pick up the trash and throw it outside! trash = �¿�º ; pick up = ‡¨´³ —�‘è1 

 outside = —×ã’þÆ ; throw = ‡é’2 
[AvP, combining verbs ; Reflexive = AvP + —�‘è1] 
 �¿�º�Æ ‡¨´³ —�‘¯¨ —×ã’þÆ ‡é’É›�è! 
 



17. Where is father lying down?  
º¨6 = lie down, sleep 

[Present continuous = AvP + —�‘¯¨ + ƒÏ7] 
 �¿º‘ ‡›þ� º¨´³ —�‘¯¨ ƒÏ™�’é‘Ñ. 
 �¿º‘ ‡›þ� º¨™�’é‘Ñ. 

 (you could also use the simple Present tense for this sentence and it would not be wrong.) 
 
18. �×è œ’¹°’´³ œ’¹°’´³ ‡à³×‘è.   

œ’¹°’6 = think ; ‡à³3 = write 
[AvP, combining verbs] 
 She thinks (and thinks) and writes. 
 
19. �×Ï�¥Æ ×Æ³ 80. �×Ñ þÀ�¥Æ’Ö …ª�‘Ñ¹³ —�‘¯¨ …�Ì ‚íì×‘Ñ. 
   �×Ï�¥Æ ×Æ³ 80. �×Ñ þÀ�¥Æ’Ö ƒÏ¹³ —�‘¯¨ …�Ì ‚íì×‘Ñ. 

 ×Æ³ = age ; þÀ�¥ = stage ; …ª�‘Ñ2 / ƒÏ7 = sit ; …�Ì + ‚íì3 = give speech 
[AvP + —�‘¯¨ + Verb] 
 His age is 80.  He gives speeches while sitting. (He will give a speech while sitting.) 
 
20. If you do not comb your hair, others will look at you and laugh. 
 hair = Ã¦ / ÀÆ’Ñ ; comb = œ“Ú3 / ƒà2 ; others = Àíé×Ñ�è ; laugh = œ’Ì’6 
[Negative conditional = Infinitive+ ‘×’ª¥‘Ö] 
 µ“ …òñ�¥Æ Ã¦�Æ œ“×‘×’ª¥‘Ö, Àíé×Ñ�è œ’Ì’¿º‘Ñ�è. 
 µ“›�è …›�æ�¥Æ ÀÆ’�Ì ƒà™�‘×’ª¥‘Ö, Àíé×Ñ�è œ’Ì’¿º‘Ñ�è. 
 
21. ��¥™�‘Ìò ×’�Ò�Æ ��é´³ —Àà�×Ñ´°’�Æ ×’íº‘Ñ. 

 ��¥™�‘Ìò = shopkeeper ; ×’�Ò = price ; ��é6 = decrease ; —Àà�×Ñ´°’ = candle 
 present / future / past = ×’í�’þéò / ×’íþºò / ×’íþéò 
 [AvP, combining verbs] 
 The translation of the corrected sentence is: 
 The shopkeeper will decrease the price and sell the candle.] 
 


